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December 18, 2020          206-17 
      

154 Wilson Street East, Ancaster 
OHOPA-18-024, ZAC-18-058 

Response to Public Comments 
   
UrbanSolutions Planning & Land Development Consultants Inc. (UrbanSolutions) is the authorized 
planning consultant for T. Valeri Construction Limited (c/o Valery Homes) (Owner). The Official Plan 
Amendment, and Zoning By-law amendment was circulated to adjacent land owners within 120m of 154 
Wilson Street East (Subject Lands) and was open to comments from the public.     
 
Eight public comments were received upon the first submission for the Official Plan Amendment (UHOPA-
18-024) and Zoning By-law Amendment (ZAC-18-058) applications. The comments were received, 
reviewed, and categorized into seven different themes in order to respond to the main areas of concern.  
 
Noise  
Noise was a concern brought forward by two area residents. As you know, dBA Acoustical Consultants Inc. 
completed an Environmental Noise Impact Study that confirmed warning clauses and construction 
technics would be sufficient to satisfy the requirements of both the Ministry of the Environment, 
Conservation & Parks and the City of Hamilton 
 
Building Height  
The theme of building height was brought forward by three people highlighting concerns of compatibility, 
quality of living, property value, skyline, and privacy of adjacent properties.  
 
The initial submission of the subject applications included an Urban Design Brief produced by Lintack 
Architects inc. Firstly, the building has been designed to be compatible with the surrounding area, with 
the design being informed by several existing heritage buildings in Ancaster (please see attached Urban 
design Brief). The Urban Design Brief notes that the proposal meets the Urban Design Guidelines outlined 
in the Ancaster Wilson Secondary plan and ensures compatibility with adjacent properties. 
 
To ensure compatibility, a westerly side yard setback of 6.0 metre is proposed abutting the commercial 
uses abutting the property while a 8.4 metre easterly side yard setback is proposed adjacent the single 
detached dwellings to the east. The intentionally larger setback to the east generally provides a 45 degree 
angular plan. This plane ensures adequate transition in height and massing. 
 
In response to the concerns raise, the indoor and outdoor amenity space previously on the roof of the 
building has been removed from the proposal. The removal of the roof top amenity, the proposed height 
and building setbacks provide appropriate transitions between the two storey dwellings and proposed 
three storey multiple dwelling without causing adverse impacts. 
 
There is no research demonstrating the height of proposed development would impact the property value 
of adjacent properties.  
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Density  
Similar to height, the theme of density was brought forward by seven people of the public suggesting an 
increase of density within the area would adversely affect quality of life and property value. 
  
The comment response to building height adequately address the concerns relating to density.  
 
Shadow  
A shadow concern was brought forward by one person of the public. 
 
A Sun Shadow Study was completed by Lintack Architects which looked at potential shadow impacts 
during all four seasons. During the spring, the development causes relatively minimal impact on the 
surrounding properties. The adjacent amenity areas to the east will be partially shaded at 4pm. During 
the summer the proposed development causes minimal impact on the surrounding properties. A small 
portion of 173 Golf Links Road will be partially shaded at 4pm. During the fall the development causes 
relatively minimal impact on the surrounding properties. The adjacent amenity areas to the east will be 
partially shaded at 4pm. During the winter the proposed development causes relatively minimal impact 
on the surrounding properties, and causes similar shadows to other building within the surrounding area. 
The lands to the east will be shaded by the proposed development after 2pm.  
 
Per the City-Wide Corridor Planning Principles and Design Guidelines (2012) “adjacent properties, 
adjacent public spaces and the public sidewalk on one side of the street should receive a minimum of 5 
hours of sunlight throughout the day measure on March 21st”. The resulting shadow from the proposed 
development meets the 5-hour requirement stated within the Guidelines.   
 
Traffic  
Four different area residents raised concerns with increased traffic along Wilson Street as a result of the 
development.  
 
A Transportation Study was prepared by nexTrans Consulting Engineers and concluded that the 
development can adequately be accommodated by the existing transportation network with manageable 
traffic impact to the adjacent public roadways. 
 
The forecasted 2023 future traffic conditions concluded that the study intersection (along Wilson St .E 
and Dalley Drive) are expected to continue operating with a good level of service during both the AM Peak 
Hours (7:00 am to 10:00 am)  and PM Peak Hours (4:00 pm to 7:00 pm). 
 
Character/Development Type  
Three different residents raised concerns that the type of development was not in keeping with the 
character of the mature neighbourhood.  
  
The Urban Design Brief produced by Lintack Architects Inc. confirms the proposed built form is a direct 
implementation of the Building Typology envisioned and outlined in Section 3.1.3.2 of the 2012 Ancaster 
Wilson Street Secondary Plan Urban Design Guidelines. 
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Adherence to the Guidelines ensures the proposed development is in keeping with the character of the 
neighbourhood. 
 
Plant Material/Landscaping  
One resident raised concerns the proposed development may have on the mature plant material.  
 
The current Tree Preservation Plan (TPP) was prepared by Ms. Le’Ann Seely, a licensed Ontario Landscape 
Architect, Whitehouse Design Group, ensuring tree protection measures are in place. Upon further 
review, Whitehouse Design Group reviewed the existing trees relative to the proposed development, and 
proposed a more selective approach to removals, with consideration of trees that are in poor health 
and/or structure.  
 
 
Public Engagement Conclusion 
Through the use of the https://urbansolutions.info/154wilson/ micro-site, transparent access to the 
supporting material has proven to be a valuable engagement tool resulting in only eight letters of concern 
from all property owners within the 120 metres statutory circulation area. The micro-site together with 
this comment response have provided an appropriate engagement process and we look forward to its 
conclusion with the statutory public meeting. 

https://urbansolutions.info/154wilson/

